RECOMMENDED USES BY THEMATIC GROUPINGS

Inquiry Groups

Starting an Inquiry Group:
- Learning to Teach Elementary Mathematics: Inquiry in Preservice Teaching – Marcie Osinsky
- A Practical Practice: Shaping and Owning Teacher Research – Deborah Juarez
- Working Together: Designing a Districtwide Action Research Plan for Professional Development – Deborah Green

Incorporating an Equity Focus:
- Inquiry for Equity: What Does It Mean for Teacher Research? – Tom Malarkey
- Building on Success: Changing Our Practice to Better Serve African American Students – Pirette McKamey
- Focusing on Equity in an Established Teacher Research Program – Carol Tateishi
- Leading from Personal Experience: Autobiography as a Foundation for Developing African American Teacher Leadership – Gwendolyn Williams
- Developing a Culture of Inquiry for Equity: One School’s Story – Tanya Friedman

Building Relationships and Trust:
- Building on Success: Changing Our Practice to Better Serve African American Students – Pirette McKamey
- Developing a Culture of Inquiry for Equity: One School’s Story – Tanya Friedman
- Learning to Listen: Supporting Classroom Teachers Through Collaborative Inquiry – Oreather J. Bostick-Morgan

Sustaining Inquiry for Equity in Schools:
- Developing a Culture of Inquiry for Equity: One School’s Story – Tanya Friedman
- A Practical Practice: Shaping and Owning Teacher Research – Deborah Juarez

Classroom Inquiry

Using Inquiry to Move Toward Equity in the Classroom:
- Building on Success: Changing Our Practice to Better Serve African American Students – Pirette McKamey
- Learning to Listen: Supporting Classroom Teachers Through Collaborative Inquiry – Oreather J. Bostick-Morgan
- Learning to Teach Elementary Mathematics: Inquiry in Preservice Teaching – Marcie Osinsky
- An East Oakland Odyssey: Exploring the Love of Reading in a Small School – Elena Aguilar
- High School History: Taking Tests – Robert Roth
- Partners in Inquiry: Embedding Teacher Inquiry into School Reform – Marty Williams
- Finding Myself in Inquiry: A Teacher’s Story – Sarah Capitelli
- Developing a Culture of Inquiry for Equity: One School’s Story – Tanya Friedman
- Inquiry for Equity: What Does It Mean for Teacher Research? – Tom Malarkey
Collecting Multiple Forms of Data:
- Learning to Listen: Supporting Classroom Teachers Through Collaborative Inquiry – Oreather J. Bostick-Morgan
- An East Oakland Odyssey: Exploring the Love of Reading in a Small School – Elena Aguilar
- Taking Tests – Robert Roth
- Finding Myself in Inquiry: A Teacher’s Story – Sarah Capitelli
- Learning to Teach Elementary Mathematics: Inquiry in Preservice Teaching – Marcie Osinsky

Focusing on Specific Content, Grade Levels, or Student Populations:
- Hearing-Impaired Students: Learning to Listen: Supporting Classroom Teachers Through Collaborative Inquiry – Oreather J. Bostick-Morgan
- Middle School Language Arts: An East Oakland Odyssey: Exploring the Love of Reading in a Small School – Elena Aguilar
- High School History: Taking Tests – Robert Roth
- Finding Myself in Inquiry: A Teacher’s Story – Sarah Capitelli

Support Structures for Inquiry
Collaborating with External Partners:
- Learning to Teach Elementary Mathematics: Inquiry in Preservice Teaching – Marcie Osinsky
- A Practical Practice: Shaping and Owning Teacher Research – Deborah Juarez
- Partners in Inquiry: Embedding Teacher Inquiry into School Reform – Marty Williams
- Focusing on Equity in an Established Teacher Research Program – Carol Tateishi
- Developing a Culture of Inquiry for Equity: One School’s Story – Tanya Friedman

Leading from Personal Experience:
- Autobiography as a Foundation for Developing African American Teacher Leadership – Gwendolyn Williams
- Learning to Listen: Supporting Classroom Teachers Through Collaborative Inquiry – Oreather J. Bostick-Morgan

Building Support from Administrators, Policymakers, or Funders:
- Building on Success: Changing Our Practice to Better Serve African American Students – Pirette McKamey
- Working Together: Designing a Districtwide Action Research Plan for Professional Development – Deborah Green
- A Practical Practice: Shaping and Owning Teacher Research – Deborah Juarez
- Partners in Inquiry: Embedding Teacher Inquiry into School Reform – Marty Williams

Broadening Inquiry for Equity Work in Schools and Districts:
- Inquiry for Equity: What Does It Mean for Teacher Research? – Tom Malarkey
- Working Together: Designing a Districtwide Action Research Plan for Professional Development – Deborah Green
- A Practical Practice: Shaping and Owning Teacher Research – Deborah Juarez
- Partners in Inquiry: Embedding Teacher Inquiry into School Reform – Marty Williams
- Developing a Culture of Inquiry for Equity: One School’s Story – Tanya Friedman
- Focusing on Equity in an Established Teacher Research Program – Carol Tateishi
- Building on Success: Changing Our Practice to Better Serve African American Students – Pirette McKamey
Working toward Equity
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